Global Survival Industries
Roadster Stay Alive Kit User
Guide
WINTER STORMS AND EXTREME
COLD
1. Stay in your vehicle. Do not leave the vehicle
to search for assistance unless you can see a
building/structure nearby where you KNOW
you can take shelter.
2. On occasion, run engine for about 10
minutes each hour. Be careful of carbon
monoxide poisoning, keep the exhaust pipe
clear of snow and open a downwind window
slightly for ventilation.
3. Take stock of your situation. If you may be
stranded for awhile, your vehicle is now a
survival tool. Think logically... not
emotionally. We put a Roadster Stay Alive
knife in your Roadster Stay Alive kit to cut out
upholstery foam from a part of the vehicle you
are not using. If you need to... cut the rear
area ceiling covering to drop down and
separate the front of your vehicle from the
rear. Use the foam from back seat upholstery
as a barricade from the front of the vehicle to
the back as well. Your front seat is now your
"cave". It will build up and hold heat much
better than heating your entire vehicle.

4. Your Roadster Stay Alive Emergency Blanket
reflects up to 90% of your body heat back to
you. It is water and windproof. Don't worry
about having to fold it up later... USE IT!
Huddle together for warmth. Use resources
available to you such as newspapers, maps, car
mats etc. as well.
5. Use the candles provided in your Roadster
Stay Alive Kit to gain heat in the cab of your
vehicle. Be cautious not to ignite vehicle
upholstery etc. Place the candle on the lid of
the metal container or in the container itself
with the contents removed. Each candle will
burn for approximately 3-4 hours.
6. At night, turn on your dome light so you can
be seen. Be careful not to run down your
battery though. Remember, run your engine
every hour for about 10 minutes.
7. If you don't have a dome light and it is very
dark, use your Roadster Stay Alive Light Sticks.
These are very small, but put out a very good
glow when it is dark.
8. Do minor exercises to keep your blood
circulating. Clap your hands and move your
arms and legs occasionally. Try not to stay in
one position too long.

9. It is important to keep fluids in your body.
The Roadster Stay Alive Kit metal container can
be used for to gather snow for melting DO NOT
EAT SNOW. It lowers your body temp. and
burns calories to melt the snow. You need
calories to stay warm.
10. We have provided candies for comfort and
valuable sugar you may need.
11. Your Roadster Stay Alive Distress whistle
can be heard for an extended range. It
depends on weather conditions, humidity levels
etc. on the distance the sound will travel. Use
the distress whistle and save your voice and
energy. Use three blasts then wait. Then three
blasts again. Three blasts is the signal for
distress.
12. Your Roadster Stay Alive Signal card is
excellent for signaling during daylight hours,
but you must have sun available to use it
effectively. Follow the instruction illustration
on the back of the card to use. Signal on the air
and ground as well. You can also use your
vehicle mirrors for this as well.

